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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
January 25, 2020 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN 
 
  
Q.  A nice 5 under par round, with 7 birdies total.  The way the conditions have 
been the last couple of days and if they are going to be similar again tomorrow, 
do you anticipate another low number or another low number needed tomorrow?  
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  I just like try to play my game and enjoy it out there, and 
like -- not much, just trying to get my work done this week, and just trust it out there, 
yeah. 
 
Q.  How was today?  How did it feel? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  It was good.  It was just like -- I have to like trust it and, I 
mean, it's like a lot of things going on in my head, but then I just kind of like try to play 
one shot at a time.  And it helped. 
 
Q.  Was there anything out there today that, any shot, or putt, birdie, anything that 
was maybe memorable that helped get the round going? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Sure.  I mean, it's a lot of good shots and good putts out 
there.  And of course it's nice to walk off the golf course with that kind of feeling.  And 
just tomorrow is going to be another day.  I mean, who knows what's going to happen?  
Just trying to get back to, like -- where I'm like enjoying it on the golf course and just 
have fun. 
 
Q.  For so early in the season, your game looks pretty good.  How does it feel? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  It's good, it's good.  I mean, like, starting last week it's like 
kind of warmup for all the players just playing last week, and it's pretty nice warmup and 
kind of get it going a little bit.  So it's good. 
 
Q.  What do you hope to -- anything you hope to fine-tune tomorrow in the game, 
or anything that you're hoping to do differently? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Not much, just try to be patient and just trust it out there and 
play the way I want. 
 
Q.  That's always a good thing.   
 


